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Reading Beyond the Words: Material Letters
and the Process of Interpretation
Sara Jayne Steen
Montana State University

U

NTIL RECENTLY, EARLY MODERN LETTERS, and women’s letters
in particular, have been neglected as a source of information
about early modern life and literary culture, although they have
much to say, especially about the manuscript culture of which we now
have become aware. In the 1990s, scholars began to cross the traditional
disciplinary lines between literature and history and examine letters for
indications of social and linguistic interrelationships and of personal artistry. Scholars of historical pragmatics now are treating issues such as how
forms of address shifted across time; Lynne Magnusson is completing a
book that explores early modern Englishwomen’s letters with regard to
how the prose signals complex social and power relationships; Linda
Mitchell and Carol Poster’s forthcoming essay collection examines letterwriting manuals and their influence; and James Daybell’s recently edited
collection, Early Modern Women’s Letter Writing, 1450–1700, contains
essays on specific Englishwomen’s letters from the fifteenth through the
eighteenth centuries, considered within their varied social and cultural
contexts.1 In these works, not surprisingly, the focus is on the words used
in the letters, the rhetorical models, the rhetorical conventions, and letters’ contribution to our wider understanding of the writers’ lives and of
early modern culture. Other than a few works which I will consider later,
little yet has been published about the material aspects of early modern
manuscript letters. As an archival scholar and a critic, I would argue that
those of us who interpret letters need to learn to read beyond the words,
and I would like to start that discussion by exploring some of the material
aspects of manuscript letters, and particularly women’s manuscript letters,
1Terttu Nevalainen and Helena Raumolin-Brunberg, “Constraints on Politeness: The
Pragmatics of Address Formulae in Early English Correspondence,” in Historical Pragmatics: Pragmatic Developments in the History of English, ed. Andreas H. Jucker (Amsterdam:
Benjamins, 1995), 541–601; Magnusson’s work is tentatively entitled “The Language of
Letters: Scripting Social Relations in Englishwomen’s Letter-Writing, 1535–1635”; Mitchell
and Poster’s collection is tentatively entitled “Letter-Writing Manuals from Antiquity to the
Present”; James Daybell, Early Modern Women’s Letter Writing, 1450–1700, Early Modern
Literature in History Series (Hampshire, U.K.: Palgrave, 2001).
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Fig. 1. Lady Arbella Stuart to Sir Robert Cecil, 22 June [1603], MS Ashmole 1729, fol. 150r, Bodleian Library, Oxford University. Portrait of
Lady Arbella Stuart, ca. 1605, artist unknown, often attributed to Marcus
Gheeraerts the Younger, from the Government Art Collection (GAC
399), on display at Lancaster House, London, Crown Copyright: U.K.
Government Art Collection.
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that may be meaningful. This essay might be considered a primer on
materiality.
Probably the most obvious physical aspect of a manuscript letter is the
handwriting, and the first question is whether the letter has been physically
set down by the author. What is the style of handwriting used, and can the
handwriting be compared to other letters known to be in the author’s own
hand? Most women who were literate would have written in the italic,
rather than the secretary style. (Note figures 1 and 2 for samples of italic
hands and figures 3 and 4 for secretary hands.) Italic was the style most
often taught to women—what Malvolio called “the sweet Roman
hand”—in part because it was believed to be easier to learn and thus more
appropriate for women.2 The italic hand had been used first at court and
extended over time down the class scale,3 so that in Twelfth Night Maria,
a gentlewoman, is capable of writing a hand that can seem indistinguishable from that of her mistress, the countess Olivia, which is of course the
point of the joke. Female and male signatures also commonly appeared in
the more readable italic hand by the end of the sixteenth century, even
when the letter itself might have been written in secretary hand or by a
secretary (figures 3 and 4). Among aristocratic and highly literate women
like Lady Arbella Stuart, whose letters I have edited (and from whose correspondence I will often draw examples), there might be more than one
style of italic hand. Stuart, like many women of her class, used a presentation italic hand for formal letters to her social superiors or politically influential friends (see figure 1) and an informal italic hand for letters to family,
friends, and social inferiors (see figure 2). In such cases, we may know
something about the occasion and situation even before we read the
words, just from the style of the handwriting. When Arbella Stuart writes
to Robert Cecil, her inferior by birth but her superior in influence, asking
him to “move his Majesty” on her behalf,4 she uses her presentation hand
(figure 1). Anything less than her own most formal handwriting would
undercut the earnestness of her plea and the respect with which she
regards her potential benefactor.
In addition to indicating relative status, a letter in one’s own handwriting could reflect alliance with the recipient. Among the upper classes,
a letter from a social superior written without a secretary as intermediary
2Giles E. Dawson and Laetitia Kennedy-Skipton [Yeandle], “Introduction,” Elizabethan Handwriting, 1500–1650: A Manual (New York: W. W. Norton, 1966), 10; William
Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, ed. David Bevington (Toronto: Bantam, 1988), 3.4.29.
3See Anthony G. Petti, English Literary Hands from Chaucer to Dryden (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1977), 19; and Jonathan Goldberg, Writing Matter: From
the Hands of the English Renaissance (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990), 235.
4Sara Jayne Steen, ed., The Letters of Lady Arbella Stuart, Women Writers in English
1350–1850 (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), letter 19. Subsequent
references to letters in this edition will be made in the text.
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Fig. 2. Lady Arbella Stuart to Gilbert Talbot, earl of Shrewsbury, 17 June
1609, Arundel Castle MSS, Autograph Letters 1585–1617, no. 167. By
kind permission of His Grace The Duke of Norfolk.
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indicated closeness, a condescension and consideration that made the
physical letter itself a personal token of affection. Repeatedly one finds in
letters written to the court, where gift-giving was high political art, thanks
being rendered for the kindness of someone’s having written “with your
own hand.” Under house arrest after having tried to contract an unapproved marriage, Arbella Stuart—like others before her—hoped for a
letter in Queen Elizabeth’s “owne hand.” Even two lines, she thought,
would have indicated the queen’s forgiveness and acknowledgment of Stuart’s rank and familial relationship. Stuart deeply resented receiving the
queen’s reply “in m.r. Secretaryes hand” (letter 16).
Because handwriting was meaningful, there was, not surprisingly,
much concern about the quality of one’s handwriting. Even Prince Henry
at age fourteen asked that his reader “not bethink me anything the worse
scrivener etc. that I write so ill” (letter B9). Women, who often lacked the
training and practice that men had, frequently apologized to their friends
and social superiors for the quality of their hands; surely those apologies
were not always merely rhetorical devices.5 It is not correct to assume,
however, that having a letter in a secretary’s hand indicates illiteracy on the
part of the author. A literate woman might choose to use an amanuensis
for any number of reasons. If she were from the upper class and the letter
a routine one, she well might want to use her secretary, who was after all
being paid for such work. If she were writing to someone abroad, she
might feel comfortable with an amanuensis more skilled in Latin or French
or Spanish. She might be ill and physically unable to write. In his recent
study of more than 2300 early modern women’s extant letters, James Daybell estimates that approximately one quarter were written in the hands of
secretaries; Daybell raises engaging questions about the degree to which
such a collaborative process might have affected the content and style of
women’s writing.6
If the manuscript letter is a holograph, and there are other letters in
the author’s handwriting, a comparison of the manuscripts may yield significant information. The writer’s handwriting may be careful and precise
at one point, a hurried scrawl at another. The difference may not always be
meaningful—I would hate for someone to attempt to determine my emotional state from my varied signatures on credit card charge receipts—but
it may reflect anger or frustration or a need for haste. The same holds true
with additions and deletions or unusual inclusion or omission of punctua5Carol L. Winkelmann, “A Case Study of Women’s Literacy in the Early Seventeenth
Century: The Oxinden Family Letters,” Women and Language 19, no. 2 (1996): 18.
6James Daybell, “Women’s Letters and Letter Writing in England, 1540–1603: An
Introduction to the Issues of Authorship and Construction,” Shakespeare Studies (1999):
161–86, and “Female Literacy and the Social Conventions of Women’s Letter-Writing in
England, 1540–1603,” in Early Modern Women’s Letter Writing, 1450–1700, 59–76.
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Fig. 3. Sir John Elphinstone to Lady Arbella Stuart, 9 March
1607/8, Arundel Castle MSS, Autograph Letters 1585–1617,
no. 158. By kind permission of His Grace The Duke of Norfolk.
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tion. It may be significant that a writer who regularly sends careful final
copies at one point instead sends what would appear to have been a draft
filled with additions, deletions, and ink blots. This could suggest a simple
error—the wrong copy was folded and sent—but could also indicate
something more unusual and worth investigating. That decision, however,
requires that there be enough letters that we can see patterns and exercise
reasonable judgment about what is the norm and what the exception.
Another meaningful aspect of manuscript letters is spacing, and here
scholars can turn to useful work done in the 1990s by A. R. Braunmuller
and Jonathan Gibson, drawing from English books on letter-writing by
William Fulwood or Angel Day and from Braunmuller’s and Gibson’s own
experiences in the archives.7 Both Braunmuller and Gibson point out that
space, too, was a convention that indicated social hierarchies. The amount
of unfilled space on a page, for example, well might imply respect in an era
in which most paper was imported and expensive. Similarly, the distance
between the subscription (the “Your most humble and obedient servant”)
and the signature, or between the body of the text and the subscription
and signature as a unit, which sometimes was placed so close to the
bottom edge of the paper as to be missed by the casual modern reader,
could suggest the relative social distance between the writer and the
addressee. According to Angel Day in The English Secretary (1599), the
greater the personage to whom the letter is written “by so much the lower,
shall the subscription thereunto belonging, in any wise be placed,” even to
the point that “the verie lowest margent of paper shall do no more but
beare it, so be it the space bee seemelie for the name, and the roome fairre
inough to comprehend it.”8 In figure 4, a letter of appeal from Sir John
Harington to Lady Arbella Stuart gives some sense of this use of space. By
contrast, in a letter to a family member or friend, a writer well might fill
the space with closely written text, finishing a letter by writing in the margins (as shown in figure 2) or inserting notes between lines rather than use
an additional sheet of paper.
William Fulwood in his 1568 book on letter-writing, The Enimie of
Idlenesse, also suggests a horizontal significance in the placing of the subscription: to the right for superiors, toward the middle for equals, and to
7A. R. Braunmuller, “Accounting for Absence: The Transcription of Space,” New Ways
of Looking at Old Texts: Papers of the Renaissance English Text Society, 1985–1991, ed. W.
Speed Hill (Binghamton, N.Y.: Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies, in conjunction
with the Renaissance English Text Society, 1993), 47–56; Jonathan Gibson, “Significant
Space in Manuscript Letters,” Seventeenth Century 12, no. 1 (1997): 1–9. See also Sue
Walker, “Rules for Visual Organisation in English Letter-writing Manuals from the Sixteenth
to the Twentieth Centuries” in the forthcoming Mitchell and Poster collection.
8Angel Day, The English Secretary; or, Methods of Writing Epistles and Letters, with a Declaration of such Tropes, Figures, and Schemes, as Either Usually or for Ornament Sake are
Therein Required (1599), facsimile reproduction, with introduction by Robert O. Evans
(Gainesville, Fla.: Scholars’ Facsimiles & Reprints, 1967), 15.
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Fig. 4. Sir John Harington of Exton to Lady Arbella Stuart, 19
November [1604–9], Arundel Castle MSS, Autograph Letters
1585–1617, no. 169. By kind permission of His Grace The Duke
of Norfolk.
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the left for inferiors.9 What Fulwood would make of those who combine
these placements I am unsure. Elizabeth Talbot, countess of Shrewsbury,
writing to her friend and sovereign Queen Elizabeth in 1603, places the
first part of the subscription at the middle (“your Majesties”), then finishes
it at the right (“most humble saruant and subiect”),10 which would correspond neatly with Fulwood’s guidelines. In my experience, however, early
modern letter-writers rarely follow Fulwood’s or Day’s or any of the letterwriting manuals’ rules precisely, and it would be surprising if they did, so
we must interpret space loosely and, again, within the context of the
writer’s usual practice if we can. On occasion, the meaning is quite clear:
in the “Tide Letter” from the young Princess Elizabeth, accused of treason, to Mary Tudor, her half-sister and queen, we see the respectful lowly
placement of the subscription and signature, accompanied by a note
requesting “only one worde of answer from your selfe,” but with careful
lines drawn through all that unfilled space so that no one could add to her
text anything that would accuse her (figure 5).
Other significant aspects of manuscript letters are associated with the
receipt, delivery, and retention of correspondence, and I initially found
this process sufficiently confusing in its material manifestation four hundred years later that I hope you will excuse me if I explain at some length.
Extant manuscripts may reflect letters in a number of states. For example,
a writer might have drafted a letter, making additions and corrections on
the draft, and then sent a clean copy in her own hand or someone else’s to
the addressee. The original draft well might have been destroyed when the
clean copy was sent, making the final letter the only version extant, or for
any number of reasons the draft might have been kept for the writer’s own
correspondence file. Two copies, perhaps slightly different texts. If the
received letter is no longer extant, and we have only this writer’s draft, we
cannot be assured that this letter was sent, was sent in this form, or ever
was received, given a developing but highly inexact postal system –
although it may have been. A similar letter that we are certain was received
may be a revision of this draft. Or it might be another letter written for a
similar purpose at another time. A draft or second clean copy may have
been retained as a writer’s file copy because the letter held special personal
or business significance; or the writer may have hoped to maintain a complete file of a specific correspondence, whether with a lover or a distant
sister or with those involved in a struggle over an inheritance. After Arbella
Stuart’s clandestine marriage and subsequent imprisonment, Lady Jane
Drummond, Queen Anna’s attendant, wrote with some puzzlement that
she had received Stuart’s letter, and a copy of it with “just the sam words”
but without instructions on what to do with the copy (letter B15). Stuart,
9Braunmuller, “Accounting for Absence,” 53–54; Gibson, “Significant Space,” 1–4.
10Elizabeth Talbot, countess of Shrewsbury, to Queen Elizabeth, 9 January 1602/3,

Hatfield House Cecil Papers 135, fol. 112r.
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Fig. 5. Princess Elizabeth to Queen Mary Tudor, 17 March
1554, Public Record Office SP 11/4, no. 2 (2).
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who was keeping a file of such important letters for her reference, probably
accidentally enclosed a file copy. Sometimes letters appear to have been
kept just for the paper, long after the importance of the original letter
faded; writers regularly drafted new letters, or composed scraps of poetry,
or made financial notations on drafts of old letters they had at the house.
When a letter was composed, the writer might decide to send the
letter by post or to entrust it to a private carrier, often a friend or relation
or servant. The most common form of closing and sealing a letter was
what we now call the tuck-and-seal format: the letter was “first folded
twice horizontally and then twice vertically, the left portion tucked inside
the right one and the seam sealed in the center with wax.”11 The superscription and address, the form of which also might vary according to the
degree of the recipient,12 were then written on the front of the folded
sheet. If a manuscript letter with which you are working was sent and/or
delivered, then the paper probably will reflect this with appropriate creases
and an address. For example, see the fold pattern and address on the letter
in figure 6. I once was told that a specific letter in a collection had been
enclosed with another, only to discover when I examined the manuscript
that that sheet of paper never had been folded and thus had not been the
enclosed copy. In some cases, letters were written on folio sheets of paper
already once folded in half, so that words might appear only on the first
recto, with the second recto blank or nearly so. When the letter was then
folded for posting, no ink from the first recto would have bled through the
second sheet to mar the superscription and address on the second verso.
This choice effectively added an extra measure of security, as some people
in the twenty-first century employ envelopes with linings printed for privacy or wrap their checks or paper currency within another piece of
paper.13 It is difficult to know whether security was the sole purpose in
early modern England, however, since other economic and social factors
well may have come into play.
When a letter was received, it too might have been placed in a correspondence file, this time the addressee’s. Either the recipient or a secretary
or a spouse might place a docket, or brief explanation of the contents, on
the outside to allow for easy recognition in the file and later rereading. See
figure 6, where the docket appears center right. Dockets often were placed
at right angles to the address and at the edge of the paper, as in this figure,
indicating something about how the papers were folded and filed, but
dockets can appear in many places. They may be quite detailed, including

11Jean F. Preston and Laetitia Yeandle, English Handwriting, 1400–1650: An Introductory Manual (Binghamton, N.Y.: Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies, 1992), 60.
12See Day, The English Secretary, 18.
13For this idea, I am grateful to Lynne Magnusson.
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Fig. 6. Lady Arbella Stuart to Gilbert Talbot, earl of Shrewsbury, 17
June 1609, Arundel Castle MSS, Autograph Letters 1585–1617,
no. 167. By kind permission of His Grace The Duke of Norfolk.
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subject, author, recipient, and date, or something as simple as “Mrs. Sherland.” Drafts retained by the writer for her personal file might have similar
dockets, but the phraseology would differ from dockets in the recipient’s
file, for example “My letter to Mr. Turnbull” or “My Lady’s letter to his
lordship” rather than “From Jane.” Many collections of manuscript letters
show just this diverse mixture, some letters sent to various people, some
letters received from various people, and some letters that were forwarded, or copied and forwarded, by friends and family, that is, letters of
which the “owner” was neither writer nor recipient, merely someone
expected to be an interested reader. The format of the docket and the
handwriting of the docket well could be significant pieces of information.
To take a simple case: if the letter was docketed in the hand of a secretary
or spouse who died in 1593, then the letter probably does not allude to
that controversy of 1596.
Dating letters often is difficult, especially when we are working with
drafts or copies. Writers rarely took time to date drafts, as most of us probably rarely did before we had a computer that did it electronically for us.
Sometimes the letter’s content may make a date clear, but content can be
misleading, particularly in regard to an on-going issue such as a property
dispute or problem child. It is too easy for us to date letters from the storyline we imagine in our heads as we read. Letters in collections in repositories well may have dates on them, sometimes more than one, some of
which were placed there by later readers who were themselves speculating
about the dates. It is important to learn about handwriting and conventions for indicating dates. Otherwise we could give credence to a wild
guess that was placed on that paper eighty years after the letter was written, perhaps even by the librarian when it was added to the library’s collection a hundred years later. A further complication can occur when
letters, many of which may be undated drafts, have been bound in library
volumes. Even sheets once folded together may have been separated and
misbound long ago, leading to misreadings of the narrative as a result of
confusion about chronology.14
The physical evidence of multiple copies of various letters may say
much about a particular letter or situation, about who was informed or
invited into the epistolary circle. The prevalence of multiple copies also
says much about a manuscript culture. It asks that we reconsider our textual assumptions that letters are private documents through which writer
and recipient intimately converse, an idea we are beginning to recognize
was not necessarily the only model accepted in the Renaissance, where letters circulated widely and even letters intended to be carried by trusted
14For discussion of misbound manuscript volumes, I am grateful to Charles Whitney
and Elizabeth McCutcheon.
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servants were written with the knowledge that the contents might receive
far wider circulation than the original addressee.15 Letters regularly were
forwarded: people passed on letters of petition to those who might be
more able to help than they were; they sent on their own drafts or clean
copies to ask if others thought they had handled a situation well; they forwarded letters they thought might interest friends, family, or political
allies16—the early modern equivalent of “cc.” Diplomats’ letters and dispatches routinely were copied and distributed. Investigations at court or
in law meant letters were gathered in evidence and copied.
Certainly there were shared understandings among individuals of
what should not be said in delicate situations, for fear of antagonistic readers or even nosy neighbors like the Shuckboroughs, who in the Restoration were said to “open all letters that comes to their hands.”17 Often
writers overtly reveal their consciousness of their potential audience,
saying only that the bearer will explain the details—see the marginal note
to figure 2 in which Stuart mentions “somme good ends whearof this
bearer will tell your Lordship one”—or that the details must wait until the
writer and recipient are again together or even that the letter should be
destroyed after being read. Anne Bacon, for example, aware of and hoping
to control her potential readership, asks that her son not share a letter with
his male servants or companions: “Observe I pray burn my letter. Your
15For example, see Karen Cherewatuk and Ulrike Wiethaus, “Introduction: Women
Writing Letters in the Middle Ages,” in Dear Sister: Medieval Women and the Epistolary
Genre, ed. Cherewatuk and Wiethaus (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1993),
4; Margaret J. M. Ezell, The Patriarch’s Wife: Literary Evidence and the History of the Family
(Chapel Hill and London: University of North Carolina Press, 1987), 73; James Fitzmaurice
and Martine Rey, “Letters by Women in England, the French Romance, and Dorothy
Osborne,” in The Politics of Gender in Early Modern Europe, ed. Jean R. Brink, Allison P.
Coudert, and Maryanne C. Horowitz, Sixteenth Century Essays & Studies 12 (Kirksville,
Mo.: Sixteenth Century Journal Pubs., 1989), 151; Gibson, “Significant Space,” 6.
16Later epistolary fiction also reflects the way in which copies were forwarded and
shared in a manuscript culture. In Samuel Richardson’s Clarissa, for example, Clarissa Harlowe regularly forwards to her friend Anna Howe copies of letters she has written to and
received from others—even in one case when she has been ordered by her mother to burn
the letter; she occasionally comments on whether letters had been sent to her unsealed or
unsuperscribed, points that obviously were meaningful (Clarissa, abridged and ed. Philip
Stevick [San Francisco: Rinehart Press, 1971], 3, 49–50, 53, 55). Similarly, in Aphra Behn’s
Love-Letters Between a Noble-Man and his Sister, Behn’s lovers discuss sealing, enclosing, and
concealing letters, trusting servants, counterfeiting handwriting, and tearing or burning letters when read (Love-Letters Between a Noble-Man and his Sister [London: for J. Hindmarsh
and J. Tonson, 1693], passim). Although the needs of epistolary fiction differed from those
of general correspondence, Richardson, Behn, and others would not have had their characters regularly share letters unless, as the archives indicate, letter-writers often did so. On this
point about epistolary fiction, I am indebted to Nancy Gutierrez.
17John Verney / Ralph Verney, 12 December 1681, as cited in Susan Whyman, “‘Paper
Visits’: The Post-Restoration Letter as Seen Through the Verney Family Archive,” in Epistolary Selves: Letters and Letter-Writers, 1600–1945, ed. Rebecca Earle, Warwick Studies in the
Humanities (Aldershot, U.K.: Ashgate, 1999), 22.
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men and your brothers’ pry into every matter and listen. I pray send back
or burn this.”18 Her uneasiness likely was well founded.
Not only young roisterers shared letters, of course. George Talbot,
earl of Shrewsbury, wrote his wife Elizabeth, countess of Shrewsbury, that
he had liked her recent letters so much that he had sent them to his son
Gilbert, as he similarly sent to her his letters from Gilbert; on occasion he
intercepted and read letters.19 Networks of correspondents were the primary means of circulating news in an era that lacked newspapers, and the
news might be international and national or local and familial. Those who
read letters that had been forwarded from others certainly understood the
system and were aware when they wrote that their letters, too, could be
shared, forwarded, and copied.
Much of what I have discussed here about the material aspects of early
modern manuscript letters will not appear in our print and on-line editions. It is highly unlikely that, outside of facsimile reproduction, any publisher will be willing to reproduce the space left between the body of the
text and the subscription and signature, or will want to indicate where ink
blots mar the text. The material aspects of manuscript letters should be
part of our discussions, however, both because they are meaningful and
because they make us more aware of the degree to which our interpretations of early modern letters may be based on our own textual assumptions, not on early modern conventions. While I would not pretend that
this awareness of materiality will allow us to recreate the early modern
letter-writing milieu, it well may yield a more enjoyable reading experience
and one that more accurately reflects the subtlety and complexity of early
modern manuscript culture.

18 [5 December 1594], Lambeth Palace Library MS 650.224, as cited in Lynne Magnusson, “Widowhood and Linguistic Capital: The Rhetoric and Reception of Anne Bacon’s
Epistolary Advice,” English Literary Renaissance 31 (2001): 23.
19 Folger Shakespeare Library MSS X.d.428 (89), (97), and (103).

